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SAM Question Set from Allen Li

Q1: A major limitation for treatment planning based on dose-volume criteria is that

1. Plan generated is not optimal.
2. Dose-volume metrics are merely surrogate measures of treatment outcome.
3. Dose-volume metrics are not related to treatment outcome.
4. It requires inverse planning.
5. It requires forward planning.

Answer: 2
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Q2: Why is it desirable to use outcome models in biologically based treatment planning?

1. Because they are required by optimization algorithm.
2. Because they are simple to use.
3. Because they can improve dose calculation accuracy.
4. Because they can describe dose response.
5. Because they are available.

Answer: 4

Refs:
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Q3: Incident rate of pneumonitis for lung V20 < 30% is approximately:

1. 1%
2. 5%
3. 20%
4. 50%
5. 80%

Answer: 3


Q4: A biological cost function most likely includes:

1. Maximum dose
2. Minimum dose
3. Mean dose
4. V20
5. EUD, TCP and/or NTCP

Answer: 5

Refs:
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Q5: Why biologically based treatment planning can lead to less toxic plans as compared to dose-volume based planning?

1. Because biological cost functions directly associate with tissue biological property and treatment outcome.
2. Because dose-volume cost functions directly associate with tissue biological property and treatment outcome.
3. Because dose-volume cost functions are incorrectly formulated.
4. Because biologically based treatment planning is easy to perform.
5. Because dose-volume based treatment planning is difficult to perform.

Answer: 1

Refs:
2. TG-166 Report